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It has been an amazing 12 months which has seen the work
of GATE Herts grow considerably on many fronts increasing
the organisation’s impact and ability to improve the lives of
the GRT community.
I feel privileged to have been invited by the organisation to
become a Trustee on its Board and have acted as its Chair
for the last 6 months. I have a long history of work with, and
advocacy for, the GRT community starting in 1983 but I am
learning so much from the extraordinary experience of being
involved with the GATE Herts Team.
What sets the GATE Herts Team apart is it comprises members
of the GRT community who speak and act from long personal
experience which unfortunately too often has been about
discrimination, hate crime, poor access to services and
criminalised lifestyle. It is about children bullied at school
and on social media, racist media coverage and pejorative
comments by public figures none of which would be tolerated
were it about other minority and marginalised groups.
GATE Herts says enough is enough and we will do everything
in our power to peacefully challenge those individuals and
organisations who continue to discriminate against and abuse
the GRT community.
We are proud to be supported by our funders who recognise
the importance of this ground breaking work and thank them,
the Board Trustees and especially CDA Herts without whose
support so much progress could not have been made.
Lastly my thanks and admiration to the Staff for their
phenomenal dedication and hard work; they truly are a force
to be reckoned with.
Tim Hayward-Smith
Acting Chair
GATE Herts
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CO’S REPORT

The past year has been an exciting and rather busy time for
GATE Herts.
The year started with new projects bringing new challenges.
As we adjusted to new staff, things got a little louder than
usual in the office.
The question is often asked of us, what exactly is it you do?
We work on a wide range of projects and programmes, which
include:
• S
 upporting Gypsy, Romani and Traveller (GRT) individuals
and families across Hertfordshire
• C
 ommunity Garden for community development.
• O
 utreach on sites. Drop in sessions.
• G
 ypsy, Romani and Traveller task and finish Group: Health.
• I n our hands Women’s project.
• R
 eport Racism GRT and Training
• D
 ikh he na bister and Roma Genocide Exhibition.
• G
 ypsy Factor sponsors.
• B
 reaking stereotypes campaign.
Over the last year, we believe we have made positive progress
in all our work.
GATE owes our success to our members, the dedicated and
supportive people who drive and steer the organisation.
Our performance is also built on high quality, experienced
staff, supported by generous volunteers, and backed by a
fantastic Board.
Finally we would like to thank all our staff team, trustees ,
partner agencies, and our funders We had a strong year
and we look forward to working with you in the future. Many
thanks to all who helped us last year, it is much appreciated.
Josie O’Driscoll
Chief Officer
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GATE HERTS TEAM

Josie O’Driscoll
CHIEF OFFICER
Josie is from an Irish Traveller family, she came to the UK in the
late seventies. She lived a nomadic life travelling around The
uk until an illness forced the family to settle in Hertfordshire in
the nineties. She volunteered with The Traveller Movement in
London as a Community Development Worker and Researcher
for many years. She holds an Advanced Award in the
Management of Gypsy & Traveller Sites and she has won
several community engagement awards. She has trained as
a Roma meditator on the Council of Europe Romed program.
She sits on several local and national governmental advisory
and Equality and Hate Crime boards. In 2008 she Founded and
chaired GATE Herts (a GRT led not for profit charity) before
taking on her current role as Chief Officer, She is committed
to working towards the elimination of discrimination and
disadvantages facing Gypsies, Traveller and Roma people.

Sherrie Smith
PROJECT MANAGER
Project manager Sherrie Smith joined our team as a volunteer
in February 2015. Sherrie comes from a traditional family of
Romany Gypsies descending from Belvedere, Kent and Bow,
London. Sherrie is currently finishing her BA at Goldsmiths
college in social science, community development and youth
work. She is a member of several local & national boards/panels including The Imperial War Museum. Sherrie’s real passion
is hate crime and tackling the everyday inequalities that
entails. She also has a special interest in raising awareness
of the Roma Holocaust. Sherrie is also a qualified Tutor &
Florist facilitating tailored training courses for Gypsy, Roma
and Travellers.

Claire Rice
HATE CRIME OFFICER
Hate Crime Officer, Claire Rice joined our Team in February
2018. Claire comes from a long line of English Romany
Gypsies. She is passionate about Fighting Social Inequality,
Women’s and Children’s Rights and combating Racism.
She took her BSc in Psychology and Criminology at ARU
Cambridge following on with an MA in Criminology also at
ARU Cambridge, Her academic speciality is the Psychological
and Criminological impact of Hate Crime.
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REPORT RACISM GYPSY, ROMANI AND TRAVELLERS

Long before Brexit, hate and discrimination
had been a daily fact of life for Gypsy,
Romani and Travellers…
writes Josie O’Driscoll
In recent years anti-Gypsyism in the UK and
indeed worldwide has been at an all-time high,
GRT are hiding their ethnicity every day to be
able to live their lives without being racially
harassed and discriminated against.
Recent studies show ethnicity as the most
frequently cited reasons for why GRT thought
they had been a victim of a hate crime.
Despite being recognised and protected by
equalities legislation in the UK, (Romany
Gypsies) since 1989 (Irish Travellers) since
2000 (Scottish Travellers) since 2008. There
is still widespread ignorance of the fact that
we are ethnic groups with a rich history and
culture of our own.
A recent spike in Hate fuelled speech/crime
against our Communities and recognising a
growing confidence of GRT in the UK to
challenge injustice and discrimination has
led to the setting up of our project Report
Racism GRT

Report Racism GRT is in its infancy and
there is no doubt in our minds about the
long journey ahead of us. The important
thing is that people are reporting hate speech
and hate crime and now we have figures to
support our case.
By using this reporting tool you will be
providing Report Racism GRT with evidence
to support the case for a more effective
government approach to tackling hate
crime and hate speech against GRT.
GATE Herts has also worked closely with
other GRT organisations to collect data on
where, when and the type of hate used
against community members.
If you would like any confidential advice, or
support to report hate crime, we can help.
We can tell you about your rights and if you
decide to report to the police we can do this
with you – and get you support afterwards.
GATE Herts is delighted that we are now able
to release hate crime figures for Gypsy Roma
& Travellers.
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COMMUNITY GARDEN

GATES Herts Community Garden, kindly
donated by CDA Herts (Community
Development Action) Herts.
During last summer GATES Herts’ Community
Garden, steering group, did great work in the
garden as part of the “In our hands project”
They were kept busy planting wild flowers,
herbs and potatoes, and keeping up with the
maintenance of the garden.
The children attended at half term time and
had a bit of a competition going on around
who could grow chilli seeds at home.
The Group were so proud of their creation
all made from recyclable materials.
We are looking forward to going back
again this year.
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GATE HERTS ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL
TRIP TO KRAKOW/AUSCHWITZ

DIKH HE NA BISTER - Roma Genocide Remembrance Initiative
2018 Krakow/Auschwitz (Poland), July 29 – August 4, 2018
The Roma Genocide remains largely
unrecognized in European history; until
today it has not entered the canon of
modern history and is seldom taught or
even mentioned in school curricula. It is
only in recent years, and thanks to the
common efforts of Roma and non-Roma
organisations and individuals that the
Roma Genocide is gradually gaining
official recognition.
GATE Herts is the UK partner on this
project who will take a group of youth
to Krakow/Auschwitz (Poland),
July 29 –August 4, 2018.
The main commemoration ceremony
takes place on August 2 at 11/12 am at the
memorial for the murdered Roma and Sinti
in Birkenau. Moreover, young people in
their Se Minar groups will prepare their
own commemoration moments.
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We aim to build an educational process,
which allows participants in an internationally
mixed but stable group to go through the
experience of the whole event, meaning that
all participants will stay in one group from
the beginning until the end. In each group,
facilitators will create a space of learning
about the Holocaust, as well as of reflection
about remembrance and the role of youth in
addressing current challenges of antigypsyism,
and other forms of racism in Europe today.
We meet with Holocaust survivors, to create
dialogue and learning between Holocaust
survivors and eyewitnesses with young people.
All the groups will visit the
Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum on July 30.
If your interested in being part of this
experience for 2019, please register your
interest E: info.gateherts@gmail.com
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DOSTA! GRINTA!
#ENOUGHISENOUGH

Gypsy, Romani and Travellers came together to participate
in the Dosta! Grinta! demonstration, and have their voices
heard and exercise their right to protest new planning laws
to redefine Gypsy status.
As we gathered in Parliament Square, support organisations
turned up from across the country, to stand in solidarity.
A 6,000 strong petition was handed into the Prime Minster
at Downing Street, London.
A fantastic day was had by all, and it was wonderful to see
so many working in collaboration.

WHO’S WHO?
Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
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Tim Hayward Smith.
Bridget Gill.
Debbie Wakeham.
Michael Hargreaves.
Mary Harbour.
Lisa Doherty.

Josie O Driscoll Chief Officer
Sherrie Smith
Project Manager
Claire Rice
Hate Crime Officer

#EndTravellerHate
#BreakingStereotypes
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HATE CRIME EVENT IN CANADA

Late May two of our staff left for Canada
to present at a hate crime conference, the
theme of which was International Hate
Studies: Contexts and Consequences, on
the impacts of Hate crime on Gypsy, Romani
and Traveller. We felt it was important to raise
awareness across the world, and to hear how
other reporting mechanisms were working
for people in different countries and to share
good practice. There were 100 speakers from
16 countries taking part in 24 sessions across
three days.
Our contribution to the conference
• T
 o introduce Report racism and share
the data collected over the last year.
• T
 o increase awareness about the cultural,
ethnic and historical diversity of our people.
• T
 o Increase awareness regarding the
obstacles, prejudice and discrimination
faced by Gypsy, Romani and Traveller
communities.
• T
 o Improve participants understandings
of how to engage effectively with the
Gypsy, Romani and Traveller communities
and what they can do to prevent exclusion
and ensure inclusion in the delivery of
their services.
• T
 o introduce knowledge regarding the
important differences between Gypsy,
Romani and Traveller communities and
their cultures, languages and origins,
insofar as is useful to participants in the
training, with the aim of inspiring best
practice and improving service delivery;
• T
 o introduce to participants examples of
community members who are role models
and who can challenge the prevailing
stereotypes of Gypsies and Travellers or
the negative images of Roma, present in
media and popular press.
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PRESENTING TO THE UNITED NATIONS RAPPORTEUR

United Nations Rapporteur on contemporary
forms of racism, racial discrimination,
xenophobia and related intolerance.

We will follow this up with a further
submission and the findings of GATE
Herts report, “I hope the river floods”

Looking Ahead

Over the next few months, GATES Herts hate
crime policy worker Ciprian Ionia will submit
to three consultations by writing to the
relevant departments to inform the inquiries.

GATE Herts representatives attend fleet
bank house in London to present to the UN
rapporteur.
Ruby-Leigh Smith presented her personal
experiences of racism and discrimination in
education.
Josie O Driscoll presented on the ripple effect
of hate crime and the psychological impact on
Gypsies Roma Travellers.
Sherrie Smith presented an outline of race
hate against Gypsy, Romani and Travellers
in the UK.

1. APPG on Hate Crime is holding an inquiry
entitled, “How do we build community
cohesion when hate crime is on the rise?
2. Government Review of powers to tackle
unauthorised encampments/developments.
3. Call for evidence on issues connected with
elective home education.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 2017-18
The following charts provided a breakdown of where our income has
come from and what it has been spent on over the past year. For a full
copy of GATEHerts accounts for 2017-2018. Please contact the Treasurer
on Info@GATEHerts.Org.uk
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Other
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£
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